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ABSTRACT
ONIRICA, standing for OWL Near InfraRed Imaging Camera, is a pre-Phase A, conceptual design study to
assess the feasibility of an imaging camera for a 100m class telescope. In this paper the main scientific driven
and the adopted preliminary choices for its optomechanical implementation are reviewed.
Keywords: Extremely Large Large Telescopes, Infrared Camera, Wide Field Imaging

1.INTRODUCTION

A very large optical-infrared telescope will allow us to derive the important processes of galaxy formation and
evolution in the full range of environments. Several complementary lines of attack are possible, directly
connecting present-day Universe with the high redshift Universe, where the old stars near the Sun formed.
Both the star formation histories of galaxies and the mass assembly histories of galaxies will be elucidated. We
know that interactions and mergers between galaxies occur and play a (probably crucial) role in determining
the morphological type of a given galaxy, but we do not know what merged, or when it merged - how do the
merging histories of (non-baryonic) dark matter and of baryons compare? Similarly, stars clearly form(ed) at
some rate from gas, but at what rate, where, with what stellar Initial Mass Function, and what were the effects
of this star formation on the remaining gas? What is the connection between galaxies and the supermassive
black holes at their centres? Again, the unprecedented spatial resolution of a 100m-class telescope, comparable
to those achieved by VLBI in the radio, will provide unique insight. Thus Extremely Large Telescopes (ELT)
will provide the data that are required to underpin an analysis of the physical properties of galaxies over the
age of the Universe. ELT as envisaged is a critical component of a multi-faceted approach to understanding
our Universe. GAIA will provide the astrometric capability that is impossible from the ground, supplying
proper motions and distances. ELT complements and thus strengthens the capabilities of ALMA, which
focuses on analyses of the dust and gas content of galaxies.

2.PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS
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The large collecting area of a ground based ELT, together with its high resolving power, can provide unique
observations of extremely faint and distant objects. However, in order to reach this goal it is mandatory that
the telescope be able to deliver nearly diffraction limit images.
In fact it is only under these circumstances that an ELT can gain significantly with respect to smaller aperture
telescopes because of the increased contrast of sources with respect to the underlying background (sky
emission).
These constraints led us to a concept of imaging camera that is working at (or it is very close to) the diffraction
limit condition. Since the telescope will be operative from the ground this will be possible mainly during the
fraction of time when excellent seeing conditions occur. Therefore scientific cases doable with 10 or 20
percentile of the night time are preferably treated and used as driver for the design of the instrument. While the
final site, and its detailed atmospheric model, is still unknown there is a large consensus on the typical
atmospheric profiles of the best-known sites in the world. Therefore in this work we adopted the typical
atmospheric conditions of very good nights in the best known sites. This is further taken into account keeping
in mind that the camera, especially in its wavefront sensing part, must be fast enough in order to exploit the
superb seeing periods.
The goal of building up a camera that could outperform other similar ground based and space based
instruments leads to a rather limited Field of View (FoV).
The FoV size is mainly driven from the optimism in the turbulence structure one can expect in the superb
seeing conditions shifts rather than from technical considerations. A camera capable of deliver fully AO
corrected images over a FoV of about one arcmin, and hence reaching very faint magnitude limits for point
sources, is the only option to be safely ahead of other instrumentation by a significant margin. This FoV size
also constraints, to a certain extent, the scientific case classes toward faint and point like sources. As this does
not completely exhaust the possible range of scientific interest we conceived an additional channel that can
(but not necessarily must) be configured as a piggy back one, basically deployed around the central one where
emphasis is given to the covered field rather than to the optical quality. We have foreseen a field of about 3 to
6 arcmin in diameter
The technology adopted for the two channels, although very different (in one case the focal length is
augmented, in the other is reduced), is aligned with the finest opto-mechanical instrumentation for Astronomy
available nowadays. We assumed no, or moderate (up to a factor of two), technological developments in the
realms of the available detectors. This makes the overall layout rather compact and comparable in size and
weight to the largest 8m class instruments, reinforcing its credibility and manufacturability. Given these
conditions we also preliminary sketched a possible implementation in the OWL instrument bay allowing to
use such a camera as add-on instrument to a larger one, hence not completely filling one of the six instrument
bays foreseen.

3.FIRST ORDER DESIGN

The expected performances of the possible AO corrections can be roughly predicted to a certain extent even
without end-to-end simulations by analyzing such a problem from a theoretical point of view and, whenever
possible, comparing the ELT case to the 10meter class telescopes case already investigated.
3.1.
PSF shape vs. FoV and AO mode
Both likely types of AO modes will provide a relatively large field of view (roughly from 1’ to 6’) for
astronomical observations: Multi-Conjugate Adaptive Optics (MCAO) systems and Ground Layer Adaptive
Optics (GLAO) systems. While both are using an ensemble of wave-front sensors fed by natural reference
stars or Laser Guide Stars (a case not considered here) to measure the volume of turbulence and correcting the
same volume with a (small) number of deformable mirrors.
A GLAO system is based on the fact that on the pupil, or at least at low altitudes, the effects of the
atmospheric turbulence is essentially invariant (isoplanatic) along a variety of directions. Strictly speaking,
given a certain spatial detail on the telescope entrance pupil up to which the correction is going to be
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performed, a certain slab of turbulence will be corrected approximately in the same manner once different
directions will displace one to each other less than such a distance. This imposes some simple constraints on
the thickness of the turbulence corrected versus the covered FoV. The larger the FoV the thinner will be the
compensated turbulence and less effective will be the correction. Theoretically using a single mirror on the
pupil allows then correcting, at least partially, the turbulence in the whole field of view. In practical, a GLAO
system, composed of only one mirror on the pupil, allows to obtain a partial correction on a 4’-6’ field of
view.
A Multiconjugate Adaptive Optics system is based on the correction of the volume of turbulence by a volume
of correction, meaning several mirrors, located at different altitudes. As the lower mirror is not a priori located
on the telescope pupil, the theoretical corrected field of view is limited but as there is one (or more) other
mirror located in altitude, it is possible -in principle- to obtain a complete correction of the whole turbulence in
such a field of view. Again, the widest correction will allow to compensate only for the turbulence located
closer to where the Deformable Mirrors are conjugated, leading to a trade off between the achieved FoV and
the quality of the compensation. It is generally considered that an MCAO system, for a 10m class telescope,
using 2 or 3 mirrors, can achieve a good correction on a field of view of 1’-3’.
We now review briefly how scaling laws generally adopted for such a kind of systems on 10m class telescopes
does no longer apply, or apply in a modified fashion, for a 100m class telescope.
3.2.
Ten meter class to one hundred meter class telescope AO
The behavior of the adaptive correction is different going from 10 to 100m, class telescopes: on diameter (D)
size larger than the turbulence outer-scale (L 0) it starts to play a role also without any correction, in open loop
conditions. Moreover, for a 100m telescope, D/r0 is extremely large and the size of the halo (λ/r0) compared to
the core (λ/D) becomes huge, and then the surface brightness of the halo is very faint. We notice that a Strehl
Ratio of 30% for D = 100m is equivalent to a Strehl Ratio of 99.5% for D=8m. This would suggest that an AO
system for an ELT can reach quite easily the Planer Finding regime thanks to the high contrast peak/halo. For
ELTs, Ground Layer Adaptive Optics and MCAO are both possible to extend the isoplanatic patch, but the
PSFs of both systems are quite different.
If we scale the characteristics of a 10m class MCAO system to a 100m class telescope, there is one of the main
elements that remains always unchanged, which is the atmospheric turbulence. Obviously, neither layer
altitudes neither atmospheric parameters are changed because of the scaling.
This implies a first immediate consequence on the footprints of the telescope along two directions at different
altitudes. Figure 1 presents two footprints for a 10 m telescope and a 100 m telescope at a given altitude and
for a given field-of-view. In the 10m-telescope case, the footprints are totally separated and the turbulence is
uncorrelated from one footprint to the other. In the 100m-telescope case, the footprints are still overlapping a
lot and the correlation is high. This is particularly true for the lower modes of correction that, hence, will be
essentially identical for various points over the Field of View.
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Figure 1 Effect on the telescope footprints of the scaling from a 10 to 100m telescope
The immediate consequence is that, the turbulence contained in the higher layers cannot be seen nor corrected
by a single mirror on the pupil plane in the case of the 10m class telescope, while in the 100m telescope case,
the higher layers are partially sensed and corrected by the AO system.
In any case this implies a more efficient correction for a 100m class telescope. However GLAO systems
performances cannot be scaled directly from 10 to 100m telescopes case, while MCAO systems can, as long as
they are not based on the correction of one only layer but all layers
.

GLAO case
section the analysis of the Point Spread Function for OWL-like telescope is presented. Because of the
large difference existing between 60-100m class telescopes and existing 8-10m telescopes it is not possible to
scale the performance to such a dimension at least for GLAO case. In fact on these large sizes the overlap of
the reference pupils is much larger. Now we define the limit altitude:
3.3.

In this

hlim = D/FoV
where D is the diameter of the telescope and FoV is the technical Field of View defined by the direction of the
AO reference stars. This altitude hlim corresponds to the height where there is no more overlap between 2
references at opposite FoV limit positions. For the WFS is not possible to sense any frequency of this turbulent
layer using the two stars considered
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Figure 2 In this picture the hlim is explained. It represents a typical altitude or a characteristics altitude where the
layer phase aberration cannot be reconstructed using stars at the limit of the technical FoV used for WFS
measurements.
D=8 D=30 D=60
D=100
lim
FoV=2’ 14km 51km 103km
171km
FoV=4’ 7km 13km 26km
86km
FoV=6’ 5km 17km 34km
57km
Table 1 In this table are listed the characteristic limiting altitude for different telescopes and different telescope
diameters. For diameters larger than 30m the limiting altitude is much larger than the uppermost turbulent layers
in the atmosphere.
This implies that in adaptive systems with Deformable Mirrors (DM) conjugated at altitudes separated less
than the distance 2×hlim all the possible layers are corrected (at least low frequencies) also with GLAO.
h

=

/

hI=D/Ft
Figure 3 The two images present the GLAO geometry for an 8-10m telescope and a 100m class telescope
(respectively on the left and on the right). Using the same technical FoV for the AO references the 100m case has
hlim altitude 10 times larger than the 10m case. This changes completely the behaviour of the correction, because in
a case the high altitude turbulent layers are above hlim, while in the 100m case they are at altitudes much lower
than that one.
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Up to 8m diameter hlim<7km, much less than the maximum altitude of several turbulent layers (according to
the model this altitude is Hmax = 15-20km), then high layers (>7km) are unseen and uncorrected. This implies
that, while ground layer is corrected the high layers are not corrected at all, and on the corrected PSF they
work generating a small seeing disk of the order of λ/r0,High (r0,High is the coherence length of the high
turbulence). Over 20m diameters the hlim>Hmax and also high layers are low order corrected: on extra-large
telescopes all possible layers are seen by the sensor and corrected by the DM, even if with decreasing accuracy
for the higher ones. When hlim>Hmax, the PSF is composed by the diffraction limited spot over a depressed
halo-seeing disk. GLAO for ELT moves the energy in the central peak directly without an efficient highseeing reduction, or energy concentration. GLAO benefits of the ground removal: the high layer seeing disk
defines the PSF energy distribution, excepting the diffraction-limited spike, which is not avoidable. Increasing
the correction by using smaller sub-aperture for the pupil sampling, or using smaller technical FoV the SR is
more and more high, while the seeing halo more and more depressed. In open loop (case without any AO) also
small outer-scales behave such as a correction, moving the energy from the seeing halo disk to the diffraction
peak. But this effect becomes important for outer-scales smaller than 15 meters.
In a GLAO system, for a 10m telescope, as the higher layers are not sensed and then they are not correctable:
the contribution of the higher layers on the total PSF is like a small seeing disk of λ/r . On the other hand,
for a 100m telescope, the high layers are partially measured and corrected by the system and they contribute to
the total PSF generating a depressed halo seeing disk.
100
0,High

0.0001

0.0010

0.0100

0.1000

arcsec

1.0000

Figure 4 This figure shows the expected PSF profiles for 10 (in red) and 100m telescopes. The plot is in log-scales,
while the inset shows the two PSF profiles with arc second linearly plotted. The dotted lines represent the profile of
the seeing disk for both 10 and 100 meter telescopes.
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On Figure 4 is represented a total PSF for a GLAO system on a 10m class telescope (red) and on a 100m
telescope. In both cases the ground layer turbulence is well corrected while the high layers behave in different
manner in the two cases. The little spike at the top of the 100m PSF corresponds to the diffraction-limited core
of the partial correction of whole atmosphere and below it, the “seeing” halo due to the uncorrected high
altitude layers. The behaviour of the 10m telescope correction follows the 100m down to spatial distance from
the center of the PSF of the order of λ/r , then the two PSFs go differently: the 10m shows a “plateau”
(approximately Gaussian function with FWHM ≈λ/r ) while the 100m PSF presents over this the
diffraction limited core.
Figure 4 helps to understand that a GLAO system for an ELT does not allow concentrating efficiently the
energy on the PSF, even if the Strehl Ratio (SR) computed on the center of the PSF can be good.
In a PSF the dimension of the disk depends strongly on the power in the high spatial frequencies. In 10m
GLAO correction the high layers are not corrected at all, introducing their phase disturbances in the observed
WF. In 100m the high frequencies of the high layers are corrected by the GLAO system and the resulting PSF
given by a diffraction spike due to the partial correction and a “seeing disk” halo due to the high order unseen
modes.
On the other hand, many astronomical tasks (for example in extragalactic astronomy or cosmology) require
more energy concentration than good narrow PSF for signal to noise reasons (background) that requirements
that go in the opposite direction, towards the correction of the high frequencies. However the Ground Layer
removal retrieves at most PSF large as λ/r
that, depending on the site, is about 0.3arcsec at the K band, but
can be much narrow in very special site as DOME-C ( ≈0.1arcsec) characterized by very small high layer
turbulence.
0,High

0,High

0,High

3.4.
Full MCAO case
As it requires several mirrors to correct efficiently all altitude layers in any case (10m or 100m telescope), the
problem presented for the GLAO case, linked to the partial-correction of higher layers, is inexistent in MCAO
and such system performances can be scaled directly from 8m existing systems. Its total PSF is then of the
form of Figure 4 without the halo-seeing from uncorrected high altitude layers.
3.5.
The Camera opto-mechanical concept
Given the expected size of the pixel (around 18µm) of a NIR array, one needs focal ratios of the order of a
few times more than the input focal ratio at the input of ONIRICA (a Nyquist sampling in J band requires an
F/24, four times larger than the F/6 OWL input focal plane). Using buttable CCD arrays one could conceive a
big focal enlarger with lenses in the diameter range of the order of 500mm or more. While this is doable for
conventional glasses in the optical domain, although with lengthy procurement times and still not being free
from troubles in terms of quality of the glass melt and coating durations, it is extremely demanding for NIR
glasses (even the most common ones). Clearly one could speculate that in the time this camera would turn into
reality the situation could be greatly improved. However, given the constraint we posed to ourselves about the
feasibility of the camera, we preferred not to rely on the buttability condition and to split the optics of
ONIRICA in a number of replicas of the same optical train, each covering a fraction of the FoV to be imaged.
We hence conceived a modular optical concept in which the FoV is split into four quadrants by means of a
reflective pyramid with 90 degrees vertex angle. This translates into a subdivision of the covered FoV into
four patches each half the size of the original one. Further, hierarchical, subdivision will allow for subdivision
into 16, 64… patches, each with a size of 1/4, 1/16… of the original one. The optical design is basically
unchanged for each of these elements of the “tree” as the physical size of the lenses is basically unchanged. In
fact the FoV is reduced by a factor two but the focal length is about doubled, given the final choice for the
focal ratio. The optical quality of this optical train is dominated by the first elements, as the focal ratio
increases in the following arms of the tree.
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As already mentioned, there are various options regarding the final F/# (and the corresponding enlarging factor
to be applied in ONIRICA), which are dependent also on the detector size, the choice of which represents a
compromise between the system performance, its complexity and its final cost. For this reason, we analyze
different cases that will be useful for the evaluation of the final choice of the detector design. In Table 2,
different cases of detector sizes are listed, taking into account the two or three hierarchization options (see
Figure 5) and a FoV of 30” and 60”. The focal ratio of the F/6 beam coming from the telescope is doubled
before every ramification in order to halve the plate scale and to leave unchanged the beam dimension. The
final choice will depend of course also on the detector availability. As already said, we consider reasonable
that, in a few years, detectors 4k × 4k with 12µm pixel size should be easily available. We also point out that,
when considering the system complexity, a fundamental role will be played by the presence of the cryogenic
cooling systems, especially for the three-level configuration shown in Figure 5, which is pushing in the
direction of having less detectors, accepting a compromise in having poorer spatial sampling or smaller FoV.

Figure 5 The left part of the figure shows a three levels case for the NIR-camera composed by 16 detectors while
the right part shows a two levels case, having four detectors. A pyramidal beam splitter divides the beam in every
ramification; the four beams are collected by four focal enlargers which double the focal ratio, causing the plate
scale to be reduced respectively by a factor of 4 and 2.
FoV

Split
FoV

F/#

2 levels ramification
Pixel size

Split
FoV

F/#

3 levels ramification
Pixel size

12µm
18µm
12µm
18µm
Detector no. and format
Detector no. and format
30”
15”
12
7.5”
24
4× 4k×4k
9× 2k×2k
4× 4k×4k
9× 2k×2k
15”
24
60”
30”
12
9× 4k×4k
16× 4k×4k
9× 4k×4k
16× 4k×4k
Table 2 In this table are listed possible choices to cover 0.5 and 1 arcmin FoV. The reported numbers of a given
format arrays refer to a single sub-field. For instance, covering 1×1 arcmin in a two-levels camera with 12µm pixel
dimension requests, for each of the four sub-fields, to use four 4k × 4k detectors, likely easily available in the next
future.

In Table 2 possible detector array choices are listed. Two different FoVs and hierarchical levels are
considered. The choices presented in the table are based on the assumption that the focal plane mosaics are
realized using 4k×4k or 2k×2k detectors.
In the following we will present two possible camera designs, the first considering a scientific FoV of the
order of at most 60”, the second having an additional external annular FoV (from 1’ to 6’) characterized by a
coarser sampling, which is interesting in the view of having a real wide field partially corrected scientific FoV.
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3.6.
A preliminary optical solution
The basic unit of this system is represented by the focal enlarger shown in Figure 6, whose purpose is to
magnify the OWL focal plane by a factor of 2. The input focal plane for this unit corresponds to an angular
field of 1 arcmin on the sky; the linear diameter of this focal plane at F/6 is D ≈ 180 mm. The optical design of
the focal enlarger has been optimized taking into account the OWL design and in the wavelength range 1.0µm
– 2.35µm. The focal enlarger is basically composed by a 3-lens collimator and a 4-lens objective. The lenses
are designed using materials with high transmission in the near infrared (SILICA, CaF2, IRG2, IRG9, IRG11);
all lens surfaces are spherical and fully air-spaced to avoid trouble into glued or contact lenses. However the
optical quality of this basic design is not acceptable. In order to achieve the diffraction-limit, an attempt has
been made to insert additional lenses in the collimator and/or objective. However the number of additional
lenses is not compatible with the requirement to minimize the reflection losses and the total infrared emission.
A much more effective solution has been the insertion of an aspheric plate in the intermediate pupil plane
between the collimator and the objective; in this way, with a single additional refractive element, it is possible
to achieve the diffraction limit. Of course a cold stop may be placed in this intermediate pupil plane. The
optical design is shown in Figure 6 and in Table 3.

•

pir -eeEEZ

Figure 6 Optical layout of the focal enlarger for the central 1 arcmin FoV. Above: 2D layout. Below: shaded model
(the first and last circles represent the input and output focal planes). Different colours correspond to different
field angles.
A possible location for the filters is between the last lens of the collimator and the aspheric plate, i.e. close to
the pupil plane. The distance between these two optical elements (nominally 120 mm) should be enough to
insert one or two filter wheels for instance. Given the constraints on the total length of the focal enlarger (and
hence on the ratio of focal lengths between the objective and the collimator), the maximum incidence angle on
the filters is of the order of θ≈10° for a source at the edge of the FoV. This value should be taken into account
when designing filters with interference films, in order to minimize the variations of spectral transmission
across the FoV.
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Comment
F/6 OWL focus
L1
L2
L3
Even Asphere (*)
L4
L5
L6
L7
F/12 focus

Radius
Infinity
634.238
-914.604
192.480
-425.331
-291.733
475.651
Infinity
Infinity
-85.275
2347.980
-362.094
-131.703
-1773.893
-159.164
801.180
1585.346
Infinity

Thickness
427.581
50.000
521.111
40.000
21.383
15.000
120.000
10.000
92.793
15.000
12.890
40.000
27.240
60.000
1265.932
60.000
721.072

Glass
IRG9
IRG9
SILICA
CAF2
IRG11
CAF2
CAF2
IRG2

Diameter
177.1
255.7
255.7
173.1
173.1
151.1
139.5
91.4
91.4
104.1
127.0
134.7
155.7
197.4
211.0
425.3
417.7
358.6

Table 3 The optical prescription data of the focal enlarger. All dimensions are mm.
(*)
Even Asphere coefficients:
r2= 0.00057275808, r4= 1.52092e-007, r6= -1.7562133e-010, r8= 1.3744823e-013,
10
12
r = -5.2127506e-017, r = 7.7809608e-021.
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Figure 7 The optical quality of the focal enlarger is substantially diffraction-limited. The geometric distortion is
very small: at the edge of the field the percentage distortion is of the order of 0.003%, corresponding to
approximately 6 µm linear displacement between the actual and the “ideal” (i.e. undistorted) image position.

Figure 8 A possible optical arrangement of the infrared camera for OWL
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3.7.
The Wide Field option
As mentioned in the previous chapter, while the main science objectives focus onto the high angular resolution
one arcmin camera described above, there is a somehow easy option to have an add-on for a true Wide Field
option, with limited correction, and hence with a coarser pixel size, around the main channel. A possible
optical arrangement for the wide field camera for OWL is shown in Figure 8, where one can note on the left
side of the drawing what is known as a Smart Fast Camera (SFC) array covering a annular FoV from 1’ to 6’,
working with a spatial sampling matching a low order correction, of the order of several times the diffractionlimited FWHM image size. This part of the camera is essentially a focal reducer with a relatively large plate
scale, based on the concept to split the considered FoV in smaller portions, each imaged by a lenslet array on a
dedicated detector.
This choice is driven by the demanding amount of detectors that would be needed to sample the complete FoV
in diffraction limited way. In fact, considering an F/6 input beam and a pixel dimension of 18 µm, the F-ratio
of the beam must be increased of a factor 3 to obtain the correct scale on the focal plane in J-band, meaning in
this case 1 pixel corresponding to the FWHM of a diffraction limited star. This translates in a required number
of conventional 2k × 2k detectors of the order of 10000 to cover the complete 6’ FoV. Even assuming a
reasonable technological development in the next years that will provide off-the-shelf 4k × 4k detectors, the
gain will become only of a factor of four. Furthermore, considering a Nyquist sampling, all this numbers shall
be multiplied by a factor 2. Thus the reasonable choice is to have two different areas sampled in different
ways, which of course impacts also the performance of the MCAO system coupled to the camera. In fact, such
a system requires of course a high order correction in the central part and a low order correction in the outer
part of the scientific FoV. A possible layout to accomplish this correction is to consider a real MCAO system
(with 2-3 DMs conjugated to different altitudes) acting in the central 30”-60” FoV, while on the annular region
up to 6’ a GLAO is required.
4.CONCLUSION

After this study has been completed ESO council endorsed a number of WGs to study a smaller version of
OWL, namely a 30 to 60m version of such a telescope. Of course an ELT in the upper end of this range will
requires a camera not so far different from the one conceived here, while the one in the lower end could
requires, for example, a much larger version of the wide field channel. It could be envisaged, moreover, that
such a last option will allow for seeing limited imaging too. In both cases, the technologies adopted in
ONIRICA are probably of great relevance for the design of the camera itself.
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